In Revenue Ruling 2002-85, the IRS held that a D reorganization followed by a drop qualified as a reorganization, despite the fact that section 368(a)(2)(C) specifically allows drops for certain reorganizations but not for D reorganizations. 368(a)(2)(C) provides that "a transaction otherwise qualifying under paragraph (1)(A), (1)(B), or (1)(C) shall not be disqualified by reason of the fact that part or all of the assets or stock which were acquired in the transaction are transferred to a corporation controlled by the corporation acquiring such assets or stock. A similar rule shall apply to [certain G reorgs]."

No where is section 368(a)(1)(D) mentioned in this very specific statute. This statute was amended in 1964 to add B reorgs and in 1980 to add certain G reorgs. However, Congress has never added D reorgs. The IRS's interpretation of the statute is not consistent with the statutory construction maxim "expressio unius est exclusio alterius" [the expression of one thing is the exclusion of another]. It would appear that the ruling is an attempt to prevent tax avoidance. Otherwise individual taxpayers could bailout earnings at capital gain rates by simply having Acquirer drop the Target assets into a subsidiary, thereby busting the D reorg. The good news is that this ruling will allow taxpayers that want reorg treatment to prevail.
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